
Introduction
ASHRA is primarily a collaborative effort between the
University of Tokyo and the University of Hawai‘i at
Hilo. Its objective is to observe radiation from cosmic
ray particles resulting from high energy sources, like
supernovae and gamma ray bursts.
ASHRA detectors are very sensitive to stray light.
Bright sources nearby, like car headlights, can
damage the detectors.

Key Points of Project
• Set up a webcam as a prototype monitoring system
and control it with Python
• Store and display images from the webcam
• Analyze stored images for changes in light levels
through various methods

Going About It
• Conduct preliminary research on webcams, Linux, and
Python
• Upload Linux onto auxiliary computer and install webcam
• Test out scripts that control the webcam
• Use Python as the primary programming language
• Find an applicable monitoring and detection scheme

Obstacles and Challenges
• Software incompatibility: between the webcam and
Linux
• Hardware difficulties: computer failures
• Very open in terms of execution: no clear path for
success
• My own lack of experience with programming: lots of
on-the-job learning!

Collecting Data
• Images of site taken during daytime
• Simulated images as night time photos

Examples of Analysis
Techniques

“Running Numbers”

Conclusion
By the end of my internship, I was able to:

• install various forms of Linux onto a computer
• retrieve basic information from a webcam using
Python scripts
• use photo-editing software to analyze images to
detect increased light levels

This basic Python code can be used with any
webcam device and computer and by applying

the same image analysis methods to test for the
amount of light in the image. Those results are
the information needed to determine when to

shut off the ASHRA instruments.
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Because of this,
ASHRA needs a
monitoring system to
detect oncoming
headlights on the road
before potentially
damaging these
detectors.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of an ASHRA detector.

Figure 2: Satellite view of the ASHRA site and road.

Figure 3: Using a
webcam to
monitor the road
during a daytime
test.

Figure 4: View from the
webcam, with a car visible
in the distance.

Figure 6: ASHRA Detector

Analysis Methods
 Several methods were used to analyze the images for
increased light levels due to car headlights:

• Histogram readings
• Image subtraction
• Direct analyzation (“running numbers”)
• Threshold readings: noting changes in numbers
measured

In this method, the
camera is
continuously
reading live
images, and the
program displays
average light
levels being
accounted for.
When car headlights approach, we see a spike in these
numbers.

Image Subtraction

In this method, we subtract off an image of the road when no
car is present  from when one
is, and look at the resulting
image.

If the two images are
aligned correctly, then the
resulting image should
show car headlights clearly.

Figure 7: Installing Linux…

Figure 5: Various photos
taken on site; John Hamilton
and Christian Anderson in
bottom photo.

Figure 8: Screenshot of program running

Figure 9: Image subtraction through GIMP


